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ABSTRACT
The use of packaged equipment, along with the associated individual vendor-provided control systems, is a reality in most modern municipal water and wastewater plants. The benefits of using packaged equipment can be many. Packaged systems typically capitalize on the years of experience that a particular vendor has in designing and servicing equipment for a specific purpose, and thus can often perform better than one-off custom-designed equipment. However, one of the ongoing challenges with packaged equipment is how to effectively interface it within the context of larger plant-wide SCADA and DCS supervisory control system.

Oftentimes, the specialized control systems that come with packaged equipment will focus almost entirely on the operation of the specific equipment and give little consideration to how they are to be monitored and alarmed in the greater plant context. This is further compounded by there being few if any existing industry guidelines how to undertake this interfacing. The result is that integration between packaged systems and plant-wide SCADA/DCS systems is often lacking. Common problems include: inability to get meaningful status information, too many or not enough alarms, and problems with how alarms are latched/reset on equipment vs. on the plants alarm system. The minimal interfacing that is accomplished is usually only the result of painstaking (often last minute) custom programming by both the equipment vendor and the plant’s SCADA programmer. Consequently most SCADA professionals have a love-hate relationship when it comes to working with vendor-provided packaged control systems.

The ISA’s alarm management standards committee, ISA18, has recently formed a working group to develop a recommended practice document on how to more effectively interface packaged control systems within plant-wide SCADA/DCS systems, with a specific focus on alarm management. Entitled the “Alarm Management for Packaged Equipment Systems for Process Industries,” the ISA18 WG7 working group is looking at a developing a set of guidelines that will reduce costs and improve performance/functionality for both equipment vendors and system integrators, as well as facility owners.

The paper will provide an overview of some of the interfacing concepts WG7 will be investigating in terms of how to effectively implement alarming for packaged systems from the context of the operator who has to operate the entire plant. It will also provide some insight into how some of the well-established alarming techniques from the ISA18.2 standard and associated technical reports can be readily applied to the challenge of effectively interfacing with packaged systems.
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